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Abstract—In recent years, scanning probe atomic force microscopy SPM AFM has gained acceptance over a wide spectrum of research and science applications. Most fields focus on physical, chemical, biological while less attention is devoted to manufacturing and machining aspects. The purpose of the current study is to assess the possible implementation of the SPM AFM features and its NanoScope software in general machining applications with special attention to the tribological aspects of cutting tool. The surface morphology of coated and uncoated as-received carbide inserts is examined, analyzed, and characterized through the determination of the appropriate scanning setting, the suitable data type imaging techniques and the most representative data analysis parameters using the MultiMode SPM AFM in contact mode. The NanoScope operating software is used to capture realtime three data types images: “Height”, “Deflection” and “Friction”. Three scan sizes are independently performed: 2, 6, and 12 μm with a 2.5 μm vertical range (Z). Offline mode analysis includes the determination of three functional topographical parameters: surface “Roughness”, power spectral density “PSD” and “Section”. The 12 μm scan size in association with “Height” imaging is found efficient to capture every tiny features and tribological aspects of the examined surface. Also, “Friction” analysis is found to produce a comprehensive explanation about the lateral characteristics of the scanned surface. Configuration of many surface defects and drawbacks has been precisely detected and analyzed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since its invention in 1986 by Binnig, Quate, and Gerber [1] the atomic force microscope AFM has become an indispensable tool for investigators in various applications; physical [2], [3], chemical [4]-[6], mechanical and mechanical materials properties [7], [21], biological [22]-[26] and, biomechanical and electromechanical [27], [28]. Today, extensive imaging modalities have been implemented on the AFM under the umbrella of scanning probe microscopy SPM [22], [29]-[31]. In addition to topographical imaging, SPM has been used to measure magnetic fields, friction gradients, potentials, capacitance, current flow, piezo response, and temperature across a diverse array of samples [32].

AFM relies on a mechanical probe for generation of magnified images of surfaces down to nanometer resolution. It usually operates by scanning an ultra small tip (radius<10nm), supported on a 100-200 μm long force-sensing cantilever, over the sample and thereby producing a three-dimensional surface image of a spatial resolutions of a few nanometers and below. Probe-sample interactions induce bending and torsion of the cantilever typically measured through a laser deflection signal change that is recorded on a photodetector [33]-[38]. A feedback control system responds to those changes by adjusting the tip-sample distance in order to maintain a constant deflection/distance to the sample surface. This vertical movement of the tip is translated into a topographical image of the surface with accuracy of few µm or less.

Generally, SPM techniques are classified, as described in Fig. 1, with specific features and operating setting assigned for a specific application. In most imaging modes there is a primary and a corresponding derivative mode. One of the useful derivative modes in contact mode is the lateral force microscopy LFM with major implementations in friction and tribology on the nanometer scale [7], [9]-[10], [13], [14], [19], [39]-[44]. Non imaging techniques are usually nano-indenting and nano-scratching with applications in mechanical and wear testing of materials [44]-[50].

II. FUNDAMENTALS AND HARDWARE

The MultiMode SPM, Fig. 2, consists of seven major hardware components: SPM, controller, computer, keyboard, mouse, display monitor and control monitor. The MultiMode SPM AFM uses a microfabricated cantilever made of silicon or silicon nitride with a sharp tip that physically touches the surface of interest. The cantilever raster-scans the sample while its deflection or oscillation amplitude is measured. These measurements are performed with an optical tracking system that uses a segmented photodetector to track the reflection of a laser or superluminescent diode off the back of the cantilever. Detected changes in cantilever deflection or oscillation are corrected to a setpoint value by actuating the cantilever in Z via a feedback-controlled piezo. These correction voltages sent to the Z piezo are recorded and correlated to a voltage-distance calibration factor in order to determine the height at a given XY coordinate. More details
about system hardware and calibration procedures and as well as design and performance improvement aspects can be found in [51]-[59].

III. SETTING SELECTION OPTIMIZATION

For a proper use of the microscope and to get precise topography with high clarity, some parameters are controlled in the feedback mode optimization, they are: setpoint, gains, and scan speed (or scan rate). The setpoint usually governs the cantilever deflection and, consequently, determines pressure (contact) force between the tip and the surface in a way that contact force becomes higher as setpoint is increased.

Photodiode array with the four elements of the quad photodiode (position sensitive detector) are combined to provide different information depending on the operating mode. In all modes the four elements combine to form the SUM signal. The amplified differential signal between the top two elements and the two bottom elements provides a measure of the deflection of the cantilever. This differential signal is used directly in the contact AFM. Similarly, the amplified differential signal between the sum of two left photodiodes and the sum of the two right photodiodes provides a measure of the torsion in the cantilever and is used in Lateral Force Microscopy (Image data type: "Friction") [33]-[38].

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Five as received different types of tool inserts are tested throughout the different stages of this study; two uncoated and three multilayers coated carbide inserts. The uncoated types are Kennametal K68 and K21 carbide inserts. ISO application range for K68: M10-20 K05-20 (ANSI Range: C3). It consists of a hard, low binder content, unalloyed grade WC/Co fine-grained grade. As claimed by manufacturer, grade K68 has excellent abrasion resistance for machining cast irons, austenitic stainless steels, non-ferrous metals, nonmetals and, it is recommended by manufacturer to be used as a general purpose grade for non-ferrous materials. First tested coated carbide inserts type is Kennametal multicoated KC810 CVD coated carbide with ISO Range: P10-30 (ANSI Range: C6-C7). It consists of a multilayered coating over an alloyed carbide substrate. As recommended by manufacturer, it is used for general steel machining at low to moderate speeds. Another two types of coated carbide inserts are used in this study: Sandvik CVD multicoated GC415 and GC435. The CVD TiN-Al2O3-TiC multilayers GC415 coated inserts are intended for turning steel and cast iron (P05-30, K05-20, C6-8). As claimed by manufacturer, extremely high wear and plastic deformation of the inserts permits high metal removal rates within a broad application range. The multilayers coated...
To collect accurate topographical data, the recorded as a measure of the variation in the sample surface. And cantilever will be deflected by the features on the sample constant position relative to the sample. In this case, the tip collected with low feedback gains so the piezo remains at a reflect the height of the sample. Deflection data should be the segments. The scan parameters required to collect good height data are different from the optimal parameters for deflection data. To collect height data, the feedback gains must be high similar to conventional CNC machine tools controller. With a very light normal load on the sample surface, the AFM diamond tip is used as a cutting tool. Effects of tip geometry, the scribing direction, the normal load, the machining speed and feed on the machining depth are discussed. The influence of different machined conditions on surface characterization using AFM with limited applied load is also reported. Better surface roughness is claimed to be improved with dependence on applied load, scribing cycle, scribing speed and scribing feed. Surface roughness of EDM machined surface is found proportional to the power input with best values at low pulse energy. Also, it is claimed that information about depth microcracks is revealed. Laser nanomachining and nanofabrication are also frequently reported.

NanoScope™ systems, digital software control of the SPM process, includes real time (i.e., all operations including preparation and manipulation of the microscope before and during scanning) manipulation of the microscope system and offline (i.e., analysis and modification of captured images) processing of captured NanoScope. In contact AFM three data types can be simultaneously displayed; “Height”, “Deflection” and “Friction”. Height data corresponds to the change in piezo height needed to keep the cantilever deflection constant. Deflection data comes from the differential signal off of the top and bottom photodiode segments. The scan parameters required to collect good height data are different from the optimal parameters for deflection data. To collect height data, the feedback gains must be high so that the tip tracks the sample surface with minimal cantilever deflection. The position of the piezo during the scan reflects the height of the sample. Deflection data should be collected with low feedback gains so the piezo remains at a constant position relative to the sample. In this case, the tip and cantilever will be deflected by the features on the sample surface. The output fluctuations in the cantilever deflection voltage from the top and bottom photodiode segments are recorded as a measure of the variation in the sample surface. To collect accurate topographical data, the Data type parameter should be set to “Height” in most instances.

A wide variety of analysis functions are available in the “Analyze” menu in the off-line for measuring captured SPM images. The “Roughness” command generates a wide variety of statistics on surfaces, including classical roughness values, peak and summit texture data and surface area calculations for the entire image.

V. EXPERIMENTAL DATA, ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

Nonconventional machining and metal removal techniques have used the AFM features in many applications. In [50], the problems of nonlinearity and low repeatability position accuracy of AFM scanner at longer scan strokes are solved using micro/nanomachining AFM system similar to conventional CNC machine tools controller. With a very light normal load on the sample surface, the AFM diamond tip is used as a cutting tool. Effects of tip geometry, the scribing direction, the normal load, the machining speed and feed on the machining depth are discussed. The influence of different machined conditions on surface characterization using AFM with limited applied load is also reported. Better surface roughness is claimed to be improved with dependence on applied load, scribing cycle, scribing speed and scribing feed. Surface roughness of EDM machined surface is found proportional to the power input with best values at low pulse energy. Also, it is claimed that information about depth microcracks is revealed. Laser nanomachining and nanofabrication are also frequently reported.

While Image Raw mean determines the mean value of image data without application of planefitting, the Image Rmax specifies the maximum vertical distance between the highest and lowest data points in the image. The Image RMS (Rq) is the root mean square average of height deviations taken from the mean data plane, expressed as:

\[ R_q = \sqrt{\frac{\sum Z_i^2}{N}} \]  

Image Surface area is the three-dimensional area of the analyzed region as the sum of the area of all of the triangles formed by three adjacent data points. The Image Area Difference% represents the difference between the image’s three-dimensional Surface area and its two-dimensional, footprint area. Finally, the image Z range indicates the maximum vertical distance between the highest and lowest data points in the image. (Same as Image Rmax).

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Determination of the appropriate scan size

In general, the scan rate must be decreased as the scan size is increased. Scan rates of 1.5—2.5 Hz should be used for large scans on samples with tall features. High scan rates help reduce drift, but they can only be used on very flat samples with small scan sizes. In this study a scanner of type AS-12 (E) has been employed. It has a max scan size of (12×12 μm) with a vertical range up to 2.5 μm.

Three scan sizes; 2, 6 and 12 μm are independently performed in association with both “Height” and “Deflection” data type. As shown in Figs. 3-6 and summarized numerical data plotted in Figs. 7, a scan size of 12μm, especially for uncoated surfaces, generally produces a more accurate view of the surface than those captured by either 2μm or 6μm. Cutting
B. Determination of the appropriate data type

The “Roughness” command generates a wide variety of statistics on surfaces. Regarding raw area Raw and mean area (Mean) for both uncoated K68 and coated KC810 carbide inserts, Fig. 8.a, the difference in the surface quality is well captured as coated surface usually has a better surface finish. However, data plotted in Fig. 8.b reveals some facts about the possible variability encountered in the measurement. This is due to the fact that the scanned area is a relatively small and it is selected randomly that may have different characteristics than other spots on the surface.

Fig. 8.d shows a comparison between uncoated K68 and coated KC810 surfaces regarding the different roughness parameters: Z range, Area difference%, Rq, Ra and Rmax.

Fig. 8.c shows the measured same parameters for both KC415 and KC435 multilayered coated surfaces. The former reveals relatively better surface finish. Figs. 8.e&f show the possible variability in the measured roughness parameters for each of KC415 and KC435 multilayered coated surfaces.

C. Data analysis using Power Spectral Density PSD

NanoScope software offers a different roughness frequency domain FFT features that is the power spectral density “PSD” analysis. It presents quantitative and qualitative information about the surface state extracted from scanned area image. As shown in Fig. 9, the computed image ‘PSD’ parameters include wavelength, frequency, PSD, total power, equivalent RMS (Rq in the previous section). Data can be obtained for horizontal, vertical or 2D isotropic image. Data can be displayed either for the whole captured area, for a specific marked location or for area between any specific marked domain. Additionally, “PSD” facilities allows for a plot of the whole scanned area.

As shown in Fig. 10.a, the total power PSD increases as scan size getting longer. A similar trend is noticed, Fig. 10.b, when RMS is intended. Good repeatability agreement is obtained when more samples are individually scanned either in Total Power parameter, Fig. 10.c, and RMS, Fig. 10.d. It is noticed that a 2D isotropic, rather than Horizontal or Vertical, analysis usually gives a relatively more meaningful topographical information of the scanned surface.

D. Section Parameter and Surface Defects

“Section” feature offers a useful and attractive tool to examine the surface topography and the possible existing defects [70]. Samples are sectioned to learn about their external surface profiles rather than the underside surface. The “Section” command displays a top view image, upon which up to three types of reference lines in any orientation and any specified length. As shown by Fig. 11, the cross-sectional profiles and Fast Fourier Transform FFT of the data along those reference lines are usually shown in separate windows. Roughness measurements are made of the surface along the defined reference line(s). Obtained surface roughness parameters includes: roughness along section line RMS and FFT spectrum along section line.

As shown by Fig. 12, the defected surface for K21 uncoated carbide is well detected in comparison to the normal surface quality within the same scanned area, Fig. 13. Defect profile has been clearly displayed with sufficient information about depth, height and roughness characteristics.

Fig. 14 shows the comparison between surface characteristics of the defected and the normal of KC810 coated carbide surface. Sectioning analysis in both horizontal and vertical direction indicates the wide variation due to surface defects. While depth range for the defected sample, Fig. 14.b, varies from -582 to 1086 nm, a corresponding range for normal surface, Fig. 14.a, is only between 77 and 221 nm. Also, RMS values are found to be 89 and 575 nm respectively.
Fig. 3 Two and three dimensional “Height” image for different scan sizes for K68 uncoated carbide inserts.

Fig. 4 Two and three dimensional “Deflection” image for different scan sizes for K68 uncoated carbide inserts.
VII. GENERAL DISCUSSION

Based on the above recommended setting and manipulation of data from SPM AFM and NanoScope, a strategy is proposed here to examine surface topography and characteristics. Due to the fact that each of the data analysis modes (“Roughness”, “PSD”, and “Section”) has its own special functional features, all of them are used simultaneously. The roughness analysis parameters to consider are: Zrange, surface area difference%, Rq, Ra and Rmax. Corresponding “PSD” parameters are: total power and equivalent RMS. However, for section analysis, the selected parameters are: spectral RMS and height range.

These interrelated and integrated nine surface controlling parameters are recommended to consider when cutting inserts surface topography is intended. Numerical data and values of the recommended controlling parameters are listed in Tables I, for K68 uncoated carbide inserts and, in table II for KC415 multilayer coated carbide inserts. As concluded in the aforementioned section, data are extracted from “Height” data type image analysis using a 12 μm scan size. As shown in Tables I and II, data is arranged in three distinctive groups: “Section”, “Roughness”, and “PSD”. In section group, the height (depth) range indicates the difference between max and min height at the marked location while RMS gives indication about the fluctuation and profile of the intended line. Measured “PSD” parameters for are also included in tables as total power and equivalent RMS. While the former is an indication of surface roughness, or sum of spectral amplitudes of the surface waviness, the latter is the root mean squares around the reference mean plane for the entire intended area.

As listed in Table 1, the measured parameters for different scanned samples give sufficient information and clear idea, on one hand, about the features of the specimen surface and, on the other hand, produce a definite base for comparison among the different samples surfaces. All parameters for sample 4 reveal higher values in comparison to the first three samples due to specimen surface defect. Parameters reveal higher values for samples 1 and 2 than for sample 3. This is due to some localized defect. These values are drastically increased for sample 4 as surface is getting more rough than usual.

Table II lists measured parameter for unused, samples 1-4, and worn, samples 5-8 KC415 multilayers coated carbide inserts. Samples 3 and 4 represent specimen with normal...
surfaces while the rest of samples are differently affected by various surface deterioration reasons. Sample 1 reveals a surface pinhole defect while sample 2 shows some coating droplets. Samples 5-8 show the effect of wear on different positions of tool face (rake face or crater).

A SEM micrograph of the specimen and the scanned positions are shown in Fig. 15.
Fig. 10 Various parameters involved in “PSD” analysis

Fig. 11 “Section” for surface defect of K68 uncoated carbide insert

Fig. 12 “Section” for surface defect of K21 uncoated carbide inserts

Fig. 13 “Section” for normal surface of K21 uncoated carbide
**Roughness and Surface Topography**

One of the most useful AFM modes in friction and tribological applications is the lateral force microscopy. In the employed MultiMode SPM, lateral force mode can be activated as a derivative to the main contact mode. Therefore, in addition to “Height” and “Deflection” images, a third one is obtained: “Friction”.

As “Height” and “Deflection” data provides information about the surface topography along the axis, “Friction” data determines the cantilever tilting perpendicular to the scanned surface.

---

**Table I**

**RECOMMENDED SURFACE CONTROLLING PARAMETERS FOR K68 UNCOATED CARBIDE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samp. No</th>
<th>Z level (nm)</th>
<th>Section Data</th>
<th>Roughness data</th>
<th>PSD Data</th>
<th>3D Image</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RMS (nm)</td>
<td>Height Range (nm)</td>
<td>Area Diff. %</td>
<td>Rq (nm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>-500 To 485</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>432</td>
<td>±1000 To 21.4</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>86.7</td>
<td>-350 To 390</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>-450 To 490</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>78.9</td>
<td>-160 To 200</td>
<td>5.84</td>
<td>90.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6000</td>
<td>818</td>
<td>-800 To 107</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>6000</td>
<td>815</td>
<td>0 To 2000</td>
<td>31.1</td>
<td>311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>±250 To 8.09</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>97.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table II**

**RECOMMENDED SURFACE CONTROLLING PARAMETERS FOR KC415 MULTILAYERS COATED CARBIDE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samp. No</th>
<th>Z level (nm)</th>
<th>Section Data</th>
<th>Roughness data</th>
<th>PSD Data</th>
<th>3D Image</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RMS (nm)</td>
<td>Height Range (nm)</td>
<td>Area Diff. %</td>
<td>Rq (nm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>-500 To 485</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>432</td>
<td>±1000 To 21.4</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>86.7</td>
<td>-350 To 390</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>-450 To 490</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>78.9</td>
<td>-160 To 200</td>
<td>5.84</td>
<td>90.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6000</td>
<td>818</td>
<td>-800 To 107</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>6000</td>
<td>815</td>
<td>0 To 2000</td>
<td>31.1</td>
<td>311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>±250 To 8.09</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>97.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
axis. This is caused by both friction and the tip running into or tripping on the edges of features that yields a map of high- and low-friction sites. Signals for “Friction” data types are the output of the amplified differential signal between the sum of two left photodiodes and the sum of the two right photodiodes.

Generally, Friction data type gives valuable information about surface topography normal to scanning direction. Friction image and its analysis have been extensively used in many researches and application fields [7], [9], [10], [13], [14], [19], [39]-[44]. In the current study, however, an explanation is given of how friction analysis can be used as a useful indicator of the surface topography of tool inserts.

In order to get relative information considering friction parameter, the area difference % in roughness analysis is used as a criterion judgement. Area difference % shows the difference between the scanned and the projected areas which gives a meaningful physical indication about surface quality. One advantage of using such a parameter resides in it is a dimensionless measure which allows the absolute comparison between the studied three data types: “Height”, “Friction” and “Deflection”. However, it should be emphasized here that “Height” data usually offers information about the surface roughness produced by asperities in the scanned direction while “Friction” data generates data regarding the pattern and distribution of these asperities.

Fig. 16 shows the measured friction values in comparison to height and deflection counterparts for both k68 uncoated and KC810 multilayers coated carbide inserts at different scan sizes; 2, 6 and 12 µm. As shown in the figure, there is an additional proof that a 12 µm scan size is the preferred size to use regarding the specific purpose of the current study.

Fig. 17 shows a comparison between height and friction imaging data types considering sample 2 of K68 uncoated carbide inserts, Table I. The existing surface groove, Fig. 17.a, is detected by “Friction” image, Fig. 17.b, as positive values revealing that the probe tip has practiced high twisting, tilting or torque when going down the groove. Friction data type using area difference %, is found 98 times larger the corresponding value from height data type.

Also, Fig. 17 shows a comparison between height and friction imaging data types considering sample 8 of KC810 multilayer coated carbide, Table II. A coating droplet with irregular configuration is found to ruin surface quality both in the scanned and the lateral (friction) directions revealing. Roughness pattern in the lateral direction is found 79 times higher than that measured by height data analysis.

In conclusion, the use of “Height” data in association with the counterpart “Friction” data gives a promising quantitative and qualitative assessment of the topography and defects experienced on the insert surface: coating droplets, microcracks, surface grinding and preparation, etc. While height data produces an absolute judgment about the extent of surface roughness over the entire area in the scanned direction, friction data introduces an attractive indication about the roughness pattern in the lateral direction. To avoid the possible variation in output unit and scale, area difference% offers a good comparative criterion parameter to use.

Nevertheless, it should be argued here that more analysis is still required to elucidate some technical relevant topics. Among these topics are: whether an identical outcome will be obtained when procedures are repeated with exchanging direction and, whether a universal definitive measured criterion is evaluated for height-friction mutual correlation, or interrelation considering wider ranges of tested materials and scanned sizes. This is the main object of a study under processing by researchers involved in the current research.
In this study, it is shown how the AFM contact mode features may be used to characterize the surface topography of the coated and uncoated cutting tools carbide inserts. Prior examination of the cutting insert is important to assess its prospective performance when utilized in real machining. Among three employed scan sizes, it is found that larger scanned area generally produces more precise assessment of the intended surface topography. “Height” imaging data type is found to be more representative measure than its counterpart derivative “Deflection”. While “Roughness” parameter, with various statistical measures, produces information about both absolute and comparative levels of surface topography, “PSD” provides FFT statistical features of the scanned surface. Surface defects, including microcracks, coating pinhole and droplet have been well detected and evaluated using “Section” parameter. It is shown that the “Friction” data type, as a lateral (perpendicular) signal to “Height”, is very useful to examine the surface topography through the difference percent between the actual and the projected scanned area. Many manufacturing, preparation and conventional surface defects are visualized through the promising still to require more investigation “Friction” analysis.
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